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Famous First Bubbles: The Fundamentals of Early ManiasMIT Press, 2000
The jargon of economics and finance contains numerous colorful terms for  market-asset prices at odds with any reasonable economic explanation.  Examples include "bubble," "tulipmania," "chain letter," "Ponzi scheme,"  "panic," "crash," "herding," and "irrational...
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Sams Teach Yourself iPad Application Development in 24 Hours (Sams Teach Yourself -- Hours)Sams Publishing, 2010

	“It’s just a big iPod Touch.”


	Few words have puzzled me more during the weeks leading up to the iPad launch. Let’s break down exactly what it means to be a “big iPod Touch.”


	First, it means a large, bright, colorful display, coupled with an amazingly thin enclosure and amazing battery...
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Encyclopedia of the Undead: A Field Guide to Creatures That Cannot Rest in PeaceNew Page Books, 2006
What lurks out there in the fog?
What was that eerie sound in the dead of night?     

What flitted by at the end of the street, just beyond the farthest street lamp?     

From earliest times, tales of the restless dead and their fellow travelers have terrified mankind. Whether around a remote campfire or in the middle of a...
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Visualization in Mathematics, Reading and Science Education (Models and Modeling in Science Education)Springer, 2010

	Visualizations—either self-created or external visual stimuli used as an aid to learning—are probably as old as learning itself. Yet surprisingly little research has been done either into how precisely they help us learn, or how to produce ones that are effective pedagogical tools. This volume, a comprehensive review of theory and...
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Mac OS X Snow Leopard Visual Quick TipsVisual, 2009
Shortcuts, tricks, and tips to make you even more productive with Mac OS X Snow Leopard

Nearly 75 million people are using Mac OS X. If you're one of them, and you're looking for useful and surprising techniques presented in an easy-to-follow visual format, Mac OS X Snow Leopard Visual Quick Tips has just what you need....
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Telecom Crash CourseMcGraw-Hill, 2001
"An outstanding book for the novice that should be on the desk of every industry professional as well.  Written in a style that is never boring, it covers the vast technological landscape from standards and protocols to premise, access and transport technologies, managing to entertain every step of the way." 
Kenneth R. Sato
...
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The Role of the Scroll: An Illustrated Introduction to Scrolls in the Middle AgesW W Norton, 2019

	
		A beautifully illustrated, full-color guide to scrolls and their uses in medieval life.

	
		Scrolls have always been shrouded by a kind of aura, a quality of somehow standing outside of time. They hold our attention with their age, beauty, and perplexing format. Beginning in the fourth century, the codex?or...
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Inclined Planes and Wedges (Early Bird Physics)Lerner Publications, 2001
Focusing on the six simple machines--levers, wheels and axles, pulleys, screws, inclined planes, and wedges--this fun and informative series introduces young readers to several basic concepts of physics--such as work, force, gravity, and friction. Includes easy-to-do experiments, colorful photographs, clear text, and fun activities. Supports the...
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Fire in the Valley: The Birth and Death of the Personal ComputerPragmatic Bookshelf, 2014

	In the 1970s, while their contemporaries were protesting the computer as a tool of dehumanization and oppression, a motley collection of college dropouts, hippies, and electronics fanatics were engaged in something much more subversive. Obsessed with the idea of getting computer power into their own hands, they launched from their garages a...
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The Facebook Marketing BookO'Reilly, 2011

	
		Originally a network for select college students, Facebook first expanded into high schools, then larger networks, collecting students and colleagues across the country and, eventually, the world. Now you can not only identify your romantic partner and growing circle of friends, but also your parents and siblings. Your mom is on...
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The Ultimate Cat Treat Cookbook: Homemade Goodies for Finicky FelinesHowell Book House, 2006

	A fun design and tasty treats give this gift book the irresistible Wow! Meow! factor

	

	Seventy-eight million cats make themselves at home in the U.S. Following on the paws of the highly successful The Ultimate Dog Treat Cookbook (0-7645-9773-6), this book contains 50 delicious recipes that have earned a seal of approval from...
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Arduino Playground: Geeky Projects for the Experienced MakerNo Starch Press, 2017

	You’ve mastered the basics, conquered the soldering iron, and programmed a robot or two; now you’ve got a set of skills and tools to take your Arduino exploits further. But what do you do once you’ve exhausted your to-build list?

	

	Arduino Playground will show you how to keep your hardware hands busy...
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